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Abstract—Maximizing the utility of human-robot teams in
disaster response and search and rescue (SAR) missions remains
to be a challenging problem. This is due to the dynamic, uncer-
tain nature of the environment and the variability in cognitive
performance of the human operators. By having an autonomous
agent share control with the operator, we can achieve near-
optimal performance by augmenting the operator’s input and
compensate for the factors resulting in degraded performance.
What this solution does not consider though is the human input
latency and errors caused by potential hardware failures that
can occur during task completion when operating in disaster
response and SAR scenarios. In this paper, we propose the use
of blended shared control (BSC) architecture to address these
issues and investigate the architecture’s performance in con-
strained, dynamic environments with a differential drive robot
that has input latency and erroneous odometry feedback. We
conduct a validation study (n=12) for our control architecture
and then a user study (n=14) in 2 different environments that
are unknown to both the human operator and the autonomous
agent. The results demonstrate that the BSC architecture can
prevent collisions and enhance operator performance without
the need of a complete transfer of control between the human
operator and autonomous agent.
I. INTRODUCTION
Shared control within the context of robotics has been
studied as early as the late 1980s [1]–[7]. Early work
was based on implementations where the robot control was
transferred between teleoperation and autonomous modes
with the goals of addressing transmission time-delays [2],
developing context-aware navigation procedures, and char-
acterizing efficiency in human-robot interaction [5].
Now, the research in shared control seeks to address the
question: how can we treat human-robot teams as a whole?
The collaborative architecture of shared control makes it
ideal for applications where the human’s control is aug-
mented by the autonomous agent or vice-versa. As such,
shared control is a topic of interest in assistive and service
robotics [8]–[10].
In disaster response and SAR applications, human teleop-
eration of a robot is usually characterized by high latency,
poor visual & sensory feedback, and limited time for task
completion. Furthermore, the human operator must avoid
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Fig. 1: The system architecture and input flow to the oper-
ator and autonomous agent. Note that odometry and visual
feedback is erroneous in the second study.
collisions and account for dynamic changes in the envi-
ronment. The challenges poised against the human operator
lead to degraded performance and situational awareness [11].
On the other hand, autonomous agents alone have difficulty
traversing these dynamic environments. Rather than having
the agent and operator work separately, we can have human-
robot teams collaborate via a shared control architecture on
a certain task, complementing one other’s inefficiencies.
There has, however, been limited research on the applica-
tion of model-based shared control in the context of robotics
navigating in a constrained environment such as a factory
or disaster environment, specifically when environmental
disturbances such as latency (i.e. poor signal) and erro-
neous sensor feedback (i.e. damaged hardware) are not taken
in consideration. Approaches towards semi-autonomy using
reinforcement learning [12] and hierarchical reinforcement
learning [13], [14] were made, however, with a focus on
deciding when the autonomous agent should cede control to
a human operator and not necessarily augmenting their input
in real time. Only recently has [15] conducted an analysis
on blending human and autonomous agent inputs using
model-free deep reinforcement learning. [15] also consider
an autonomous agent with delayed input, but do not consider
erroneous feedback from the robot or delayed input from the
operator, variables that we account for in our study.
While a machine learning approach could be taken to
design a shared control architecture that addresses latency
and noise, it is difficult to obtain enough training data and
construct high fidelity simulators to collect said data in
order to have a high performance learning algorithm [15].
Furthermore, it is also difficult to incorporate all physics-
based failure modes that can result in the drift, a focal
point in this research. Thus, a model-based shared control
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architecture would be more fit to the task.
The lack of understanding of how shared control ap-
proaches degrade under latency and drift disturbances is a
significant barrier for their adoption. The main contribution
of this work is quantifying the degradation of performance
with input latency and drift disturbances in combination with
a linear blended shared control approach.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II we discuss
the shared control architecture used and the overall method-
ology for validating the architecture in various environments.
In section III, we formalize our blended shared control
architecture and our choice of the blending parameter. IV
details the experimental setup of the user study to quantify
the performance of the approach in time delay and drift
scenarios. Section V and VI analyzes the performance of
the approach in two real world tasks: a doorway traversal
and navigation in a constrained environment, respectively.
Finally, Section VII highlights the future work necessary
before shared control could be reliably used in real-world
scenarios involving time delay and drift.
II. APPROACH & METHODOLOGY
The collaborative nature of blended shared control makes
it a control architecture suitable for when the operator is
impaired in some manner. If the operator’s input would lead
to a task failure or damage to the robot, the autonomous agent
can “intervene” and prevent a failure or collision without
totally relinquishing the operator’s control. By allowing for
a continuous transition back to the operator, the human-robot
team can resume task completion with minimal downtime.
This is critical in the context of a disaster response and SAR
mission where the time to complete the task is essential.
Conventional approaches to shared control are usually
done in the context of a known environment, where both
the human operator and the autonomous agent are aware
of the global map [16]. Obstacles are static and there is
normally a single path the operator takes. Our shared control
architecture is tested in an environment unknown to both
human and autonomous operators with dynamic obstacles,
with Figure 2 as an example. Furthermore, we exploit a
robot with a defective IMU and weak wireless connection
in a construction zone in an attempt to replicate a realistic
situation.
In section IV, we validate the shared control architecture
by simulating time delay and drift and compare the per-
formance of the operator completing a navigation task with
and without shared control. After validation, we observe the
performance of the human-robot team when drift & delay are
no longer simulated. The operator and autonomous agent are
only aware of their immediate surroundings in the form of
a local costmap. In doing so, we provide a broader insight
into dynamic human-robot team collaboration and how one
could enhance the dynamics of such a team for better task
completion.
III. PROPOSED SHARED CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
In our previous work [17], [18], we explored various
schemes to consider and treat the human-robot team as a
Fig. 2: Graphical User Interface (GUI) with and without a
person (top & bottom respectively) indicating how dynamic
obstacles appear to the operator.
whole. This remains an open and exciting research area due
to the challenges in modeling the uncertainties in human
actions and hybrid nature of the system. In the following
work, we consider the specific blended shared control ap-
proach presented in [17]. We leverage the kinematic model
of the system. Instead of formulating the user input in the
control law for the system, we formulate the user input as a
constraint on the kinematic model. Our formulation can han-
dle a system that is redundant with respect to the task space
dimensions, so the redundancy can be taken advantage of to
implement a primary and secondary task. We integrate the
human input to implement the shared control implementation
in one of these tasks depending on the specific application.
Our proposed architecture is summarized in Figure 1.
A. Formalism
The primary task is a composition of both human and
autonomous inputs described by
p˙p = αp˙u + (1 − α)p˙a
=
αx˙u + (1 − α)x˙aαy˙u + (1 − α)y˙a
αθ˙u + (1 − α)θ˙a
 (1)
where p˙p designates the primary task velocity that the low-
level robot controller will attempt to follow. p˙u and p˙a des-
ignate the user commanded input velocity and autonomous
agent calculated velocity, respectively. The blending param-
eter α arbitrates the control of the system between user and
autonomous input, and in our implementation is chosen as
described in [19], shown in (2)
α = max
(
0, 1 − d
d0
)
· max
(
0, 1 −
(
∆
∆0
)2)
(2)
where d is the distance to the goal and ∆ is the difference
between the operator and autonomous agent’s command, θu
and θa respectively. d0 and ∆0 are the maximum distances
and commands, respectively, that the operator can deviate
from. Due to the motion of differential drive robots being
constrained to the floor plane, the inputs and outputs can
be represented by x˙, y˙, θ˙ corresponding to the 3 degrees of
freedom on the plane.
A public release of the source code that implements
this blended shared control framework can be found at
https://github.com/piraka9011/jackal bsc. It can be used on
most differential drive robots that use ROS.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In order to validate the blended shared control framework,
we conducted two different studies. The first study, with
12 volunteers (ages from 18-24), asked users to teleoperate
a Turtlebot around an obstacle and traverse a doorway.
The task was considered complete if the Turtlebot passed
a specific marker. Each volunteer performed 8 runs of the
task: a manual run with no shared controller, a run with the
shared controller, and 6 runs with the shared controller and
either time delay or drift. The time delay here is the latency
between when the user sends a teleoperation command and
when the shared controller actually receives the command.
Drift is simulated as a displacement in position between the
odometry and map frames perceived by the robot, causing a
difference in the calculated rotational velocity commanded
to the robot. The order of the runs were randomized and the
time delay and drift parameters are summarized in Table I.
TABLE I: Doorway Traversal Experiment Setup
Parameters
Time Delay: {0.5, 1.0, 2.0} sec
Drift: {0.1, 0.3, 0.5} rad/sec
Performance Metrics
Robot Odometry (meters)
Time to Completion (seconds)
The environment was known to both the autonomous agent
and operator. We use the distance the robot travels and the
time for the operator to complete the task as performance
metrics, shown in I.
Figure 3 shows the setup for the doorway traversal exper-
iment with a Turtlebot. The goal of the first study was to
quantify the degradation of user performance as the simu-
lated time delay and drift are varied and validate our shared
control architecture. The time to complete the navigation task
and distance traveled are recorded for each run, and used
as metrics for comparing the performance of each run. The
robot starts away from the door and needs to travel a short
distance before turning left. Once the turn is complete, the
robot needs to travel around the blue bucket shown in Figure
Fig. 3: The blended shared control experiment for doorway
traversal shown near the obstacle.
3, and then through the door. The run ends when the robot
reaches the location marked by a bin directly past the door.
The second study, with 14 volunteers (ages from 18-24),
asked users to complete a complex navigation task in two
different environments: a construction area with obstacles
and a laboratory environment with tight corridors (Figure
4). The users had to drive the robot from a predefined
starting position to a predefined goal position. The path
to the goal is not clear and can be achieved via multiple
routes, however, a marker similar to that used in the initial
study is used to indicate the goal to the operator. 7 tests
were completed in the construction area and 7 in the lab
environment. Obstacle locations changed across tests and
walking people were present in the environments. Volunteers
were given a likert-scale questionnaire after the experiment
regarding their performance and ability to control the robot.
This study did not have simulated time delay and drift.
Instead, we used a Clearpath Jackal with a defective IMU
and weak wireless connection that caused a delay in user
input and visual feedback. A Kinect V2 was attached to the
Jackal and was used as the source of visual feedback.
The autonomous agent is implemented as a Robot Op-
erating System (ROS) [20] navigation stack that uses the
dynamic window approach for local navigation [21]. The
autonomous agent is only given a goal with respect to the
map frame and navigates using the robot’s internal odometry.
The autonomous agent does not have a global map of the
environment, generating a navigation plan with respect to
it’s surrounding obstacles only.
The time to complete the navigation task was recorded
for the individuals in all scenarios. The volunteers could
see the robot but were asked to use the GUI similar to
Figure 2. Due to the noisy odometry, we had no accurate
means of recording the distance traveled. Thus, we used only
time to completion as a performance metric along with the
likert-scale questionnaire. The speeds in both studies were
set to a constant 1.0 m/s across all tests and the shared
control parameters were chosen to be ∆0 = 3.0 m/s and
d0 = 15.0 m. Although we could not control for delay
and odometry noise in the second study, the delay had a
range of 0.5s-1.5s. This was measured using the difference
Fig. 4: The lab (top) and construction (bottom) environments
where users teleoperated the robot.
in wall clock time and when messages were received by the
Clearpath Jackal in ROS time.
V. VALIDATION STUDY RESULTS
Here we present the results of our studies and our ob-
servations. For each scenario, we determine if there is a
statistical difference in performance across trials by running
a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test. All hypotheses are tested at the
5% significance level (p < 0.05). Figures 6 and 5 summarize
the results for the first study. To evaluate the statistical
significance of operator performance, we formally define our
hypotheses as follows.
A. Hypotheses
Null Hypothesis 1: The times to complete the doorway
traversal task under the blended shared control scenario and
the time delay scenarios come from the same distribution.
The null hypothesis is rejected for all three time delay
values (0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 sec) with respective p-value’s of
0.0269, 0.0269, and 4.88e-04. This result indicates that all
time delay scenario data does not come from the same
distribution as the blended shared control scenario, meaning
Fig. 5: Boxplots of distances traversed (top) and completion
times (bottom) for experimental trials with drift.
the result is in fact statistically significant. Users took longer
to complete the doorway traversal task with time delay
disturbances than in the blended shared control scenario.
Null Hypothesis 2: The distances to complete the door-
way traversal task under the blended shared control scenario
and the time delay scenarios come from the same distribu-
tion.
The null hypothesis is accepted for the 0.5 and 1.0
second delay parameters, and rejected for 2.0 second delay
with respective p-values of 0.33, 0.56, 0.0093. This result
indicates that the distance metric is not affected as much
by the time metric in the time delay scenarios. Not until
the delay becomes quite large, does the change in distance
traversed become statistically significant.
Null Hypothesis 3: The distances to complete the door-
way traversal task under the blended shared control scenario
and the drift scenarios come from the same distribution.
The null hypothesis is accepted for all drift scenarios
(0.1, 0.3, 0.5 rad/sec) with p-value’s of 0.62, 0.17, 0.10
respectively. This result indicates that the data is inconclusive
and would require more study to reject the null hypotheses.
The constraints posed by the specific path needed to complete
the task likely contribute to this result.
Null Hypothesis 4: The times to complete the doorway
traversal task under the blended shared control scenario and
the drift scenarios come from the same distribution.
It is interesting to note the null hypothesis for time is
accepted for the 0.1 rad/sec and rejected for 0.3 and 0.5
rad/sec scenarios with p-values 0.51, 0.034, and 4.88e-04.
This result indicates that despite the insignificant change
in distance to complete the task, the task did take longer
to complete with the drift. Both the obstacle and doorway
limited the paths the operators could take, and thus may have
limited the variability in the distances.
Fig. 6: Boxplots of distances traversed (top) and completion
times (bottom) for experimental trials with delay.
B. Discussion
The results indicate that users took longer to complete the
task with time-delay, as expected. However, it is interesting
to note that qualitative testing with the time-delay scenario
and no blended shared controller led to a robot that was
almost impossible to accurately control through teleoper-
ation. The blended shared controller enables the users to
traverse the doorway, albeit at a slower pace, but nevertheless
successfully. In the context of a search & rescue task, this
latency would be detrimental to both task completion and the
integrity of the robot, where multiple collisions could occur.
Blending the autonomous agent’s input with the operator’s
makes task completion feasible and the robot’s behavior
more reliable.
VI. DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT RESULTS
Following a similar analysis to the validation study, we
perform a Wilcoxon signed rank test on the times taken to
complete the task. Since we cannot control for delay and
drift, we formulate a hypothesis based on the times taken to
complete the task manually and with shared control only.
A. Hypotheses
Fig. 7: Boxplot of time to task completion when both
input delay and odometry drift are present in a dynamic
environment for manual and blended shared control.
Null Hypothesis 5: The times to complete the navigation
task under the blended shared control and the manual control
scenarios in all environments come from the same distribu-
tion.
The null hypothesis is accepted for both construction and
lab environment navigation tasks with p-value’s of 0.8125
and 0.0938 and respectively. Thus, we can conclude that
navigation with shared control did not hamper the perfor-
mance of the operator under manual control. A boxplot of
the results are shown in Figure 7.
B. Post-Experiment Survey
TABLE II: Post experiment survey questions
Label Question Mean
A I experienced a delay in input/steering. 4.07± 2.92
B I was frustrated attempting to complete the
task.
4.43± 3.00
C I was unable to perform to the best of my
abilities.
5.07± 2.87
D I experienced a delay in visual feedback. 5.93± 3.15
E I felt that I had control over the robot. 6.64± 2.24
Fig. 8: Likert scale for post experiment questionnaire.
A post experiment survey was conducted to understand
how operators felt about their performance and whether they
were comfortable with the assistance of the shared controller.
It also gave us insight as to whether users experienced delay
during their runs or not. Results are summarized in Table II
and Figure 8. Scores of 10 and 1 indicate that the responder
strongly agrees or disagrees, respectively.
C. Discussion
All users successfully completed the task with no col-
lisions. Most users took similar routes that corresponded
with the navigation stack’s route. This is most likely caused
by the resistance user’s felt from the autonomous agent
when attempting to take a different route. When users did
not take the suggested route, the navigation stack would
recalculate the path and the autonomous agent would es-
sentially comply with the user’s decision. This behavior was
interesting to observe when the autonomous agent suggested
a route that the operator knew was erroneous. Clearly, there
was a human-robot team dynamic occurring that warrants
further investigation towards the choice of the shared control
parameter.
One method that could limit the resistance between the
human operator and autonomous agent is redefining the
blending parameter α to consider only the distance to the
goal and the euclidean distance to the nearest obstacle.
This would mimic the behavior of a potential field based
controller, potentially enhancing both the performance of the
human-robot team and the feeling of the operator in control.
The survey suggests that although operators felt they were
in control of the robot, they were frustrated in attempting to
reach the goal. This is most likely caused by our choice
of α which relinquishes control to the autonomous agent
as the goal is approached. The autonomous agent would
resist the operators’ attempt to correct their heading as
they approached the goal pose, with a limited effect on the
behavior of the robot. Relaxing this constraint may allow the
operator to more freely reach the desired goal pose, but it
would minimize the autonomous agent’s intervention should
the operator stray away from the goal.
We cannot draw concrete conclusions from the survey
regarding whether users felt they were able to perform to the
best of their abilities. However, the wide range of responses
indicates that some users saw the shared controller as an
inhibitor of performance, while others saw it as an aid.
The most important observation is that despite there being
an input delay due to the weak wireless connection, the
survey suggests that operators experiencing no such delay.
The blended shared controller would correct the robot’s
heading even when the operator’s input lagged, enhancing
teleoperation of the robot. This is very important in the
context of situational awareness as it suggests that operators
remained aware of their environment and could navigate
the robot with ease. Complementing this with the fact that
operators felt they were in control is a step forward in
designing architectures for amicable human-robot teams.
VII. FUTURE WORK
Future work will focus on improving the blended shared
control algorithm through two key areas: the selection of
α, either by changing the model or using reinforcement
learning, and utilizing higher complexity systems. While
the experiments show that our selection of α results in
good performance, there may be better ways to define the
parameter and its associated constants. Considerations should
include how operators like the feel of the change in control
authority over the system and the context in which it is used.
The blending parameter may for example prioritize multiple
goal poses if the task is trajectory based. The shared control
architecture can also be extended through reinforcement
learning, where an agent could learn the shared control
parameter using a reward function based on the context it
is used in.
Another area to explore is how the blended shared con-
trol architecture changes human-robot team dynamics with
different environments and tasks (ex. exploration vs. goal
locations). Further research also needs to be done on the
feasibility of such an architecture with manipulation tasks in
high degree-of-freedom systems, such as humanoid robots.
Specifically, whether performance is enhanced when blended
shared control is applied in joint space or end-effector space.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We presented an analysis on the performance of a blended
human-robot shared control architecture with operator input
latency and odometry drift. The architecture is initially
validated in a study with simulated latency and drift with
human operators. It is then tested in a second study in
multiple dynamic environments with a robot that suffers from
actual latency and drift. Quantitative results for both studies
show improved operator performance in terms of time to
task completion with the shared controller as opposed to no
shared controller when latency and drift are present. Future
investigations into learning the blending parameter for archi-
tecture abstraction and potentially enhanced performance of
a human-robot team is suggested.
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